I Go Pogo

Pogo is a long running comic strip that has
appeared in the daily newspapers since
1948. Children like it because it is about
funny talking animals. Adults see it as
political satire. Pogo is an Opossum who
lives in the Okefenokee Swamp on the
southern border of Georgia next to Florida.
Pogo Possum lives with his many animal
friends, including Albert Alligator,
Howland Owl (who always wears glasses),
Churchill Churchy LaFemme, a mud turtle
by trade who enjoys composing songs and
poems, Beauregard Bugleboy, a hound
dog, Porky Pine, a porcupine, and
Alabaster Alligator. Pogo is usually fishing
for food and when he catches one of his
friends he is often on the verge of eating
his friend but then is talked out of it. This
particular series of episodes was published
during the 1952 election campaign for US
President. The Okefenokee Swamp where
Pogo and his friends live is 600 miles from
Washington DC. In spite of this distance,
they decide to run Pogo for US President.
Their campaign slogan is I Go Pogo which
is a take off on the election campaign for
President Eisenhower, who ran under the
campaign slogan of I Like Ike. As you see,
the cover of this book shows people
holding signs. These are people
campaigning for Pogo for President. All of
the cartoons contain sarcastic references to
the leading issues of the day, such as the
fact that there are too many national
holidays.

- 2 min - Uploaded by strip tekenaarPogo Possum (the greatest comicstrip ever) from Walt Kelly who sings Go Go
Pogo https We Go Pogo is the first comprehensive study of Kellys cartoon art and his larger career in the comics
business. Author Kerry D. Soper examines all aspects ofAnimation Buzzi, Stan Freberg. Pogo the Possum attempts to
run for President with help of his fellow animal friends. I Go Pogo Poster. Pogo the Possum - 1 min - Uploaded by John
EllisThis was the first look at the I GO POGO (1980) stop motion animated feature length film - 52 min - Uploaded by
Ikhsan_MovieList#51I Go Pogo (FuLLMoviE) [Download Torrent]. Ikhsan_MovieList#51. Loading Unsubscribe I Go
Pogo [Walt Kelly, Sam Sloan] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Pogo is a long running comic strip that has
appeared in the daily - 3 min - Uploaded by Jonathan LemonFremount beetle the Boy Bug is selected as the opposition
candidate by Deacon Mushrat and In spite of this distance, they decide to run Pogo for US President. Their campaign
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slogan is I Go Pogo which is a take off of the election campaign of President - 86 min - Uploaded by Joe FourhmanI Go
Pogo. Joe Fourhman. Loading Unsubscribe from Joe Fourhman? Cancel Unsubscribe Nobody meant to make a mess
of it all, shrugs Len Maxwell in the intro to the largely forgotten 1980 claymation movie I Go Pogo. - 52 min - Uploaded
by Ikhsan_MovieList#51I Go Pogo (FuLLMoviE) [Download Torrent]. Ikhsan_MovieList#51. Loading Unsubscribe
Walt Kelly (1913-1973) is one of the most respected and innovative American cartoonists of the twentieth century. His
long-running Pogo newspaper strip has - 2 min - Uploaded by Disney WizardGo-Go Pogo lyrics - Walt Kelly===
[Bflatimus] [snip] Stick around and see the show Go over I Go Pogo by Walt Kelly and a great selection of similar
Used, New and Collectible Books available now at .I Go Pogo (1980) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses,
directors, writers and more. - 3 min - Uploaded by Will HaskewMovie: I Go Pogo Year: 1980 Song: Its Hard To Be a
Friend By: Gary Baker and Tom Flora - 36 sec - Uploaded by evergreenanimationshere by request is a fondly recalled
scene from the feature i go pogo (1980). in it , porky I Go Pogo (1980) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and more
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